
Night Vision and Image Intensifiers market 

I saw in the darkness
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Fig. #1: Night level classification



Fig. #2: Example of I² image
I² _ Core Sensor Technology 

How does an I² technology work? 

Fig. #3: How does an I² work? 



What akes the I² Night Vision market ck ?

Rush on high performances (FOM), drop of  the “Generations” fake ranking.

Figure of Merit (FOM)

FOM
Signal-to-Noise-rate Limiting Resolution

Fig. #4: USAF Resolution target

Any sensor-system preferably has the lowest possible noise-level (or highest so-called Signal-to-
Noise-rate, SNR). This especially applies when it is very dark (night levels 3-5), so-called 



“low” light levels (less than full moon and partly clouded skies). A simple analogy can be made between the Signal-to-
Noise-rate and the signal received by a TV set. If the TV set receives its signal from a cable the image will be clear and with 
any perturbation. However, in case the signal comes from an old antenna on the roof, the image will be full of 
twinkling dots. The Limiting Resolution should to be as high as possible, like the number of pixels of a screen. To 
measure it, most commonly used is the USAF 1951 resolution test target (left hand picture), consisting of a pattern of 3 
white-bar targets. The same simplistic analogy can be drawn between the Limiting Resolution and the definition of a TV 
set. 

Fig. #5: SNR and Resolution - Low/High examples 

Together SNR x Resolution constitute the Figure of Merit (FOM): he difference in ranges for detection of an I² with
1600 FOM and 2400 FOM is marginal at night levels 1-3, but it is very significant at night levels 4-5 (the higher FOM 
results in more than 45% increase of the Detection, Recognition and Identification ranges). 

The FOM criteria is the key parameter of the technical specifications of all of the last 5 years large 
international tenders. Therefore and as the modern rmies want to keep their tactical advantages on
the field over the “bad guys” a race to the highest FOM has been launched between the I² 
manufacturers in USA and Europe. With its 4G technology  has without any doubt the best
engine to win the first place of this race and can deliver in large quantities I² with minimum 2400 FOM. 
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Use of every photon available, stretching the useful bandwidth… till new laser seeing capability   

Fig. #6: Spectral response HyMa (4G) vs GaAs
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Secondly

Filmed or ilmless A matter of life time… and performance

Fig. #7: Ion barrier film on GaAs I²



Every light conditions an electronic iris as fast as the blink of an eye

Auto-Gating (ATG)

artner of Japanese Defence Forces



Fig. #8: 16mm I² (30% smaller 18mm ones)

Fig. #9:

If the cuckoo does not sing, kill it
If the cuckoo does not sing, coax it
If the cuckoo does not sing, wait for it

If the cuckoo does not sing, find it … even in the dark

Frederic Hosatte


